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1. Introduction
Only up to 3% of the energy/matter in the universe is visible (baryonic) as we learn
from astrophysical observations; the rest is dark matter and dark energy which we
know very little about. However, even the mass of baryonic matter is not fully
understood; it cannot be explained by the masses of the elementary building blocks
of matter: quarks and leptons. Quarks are not observed as free particles; they are
bound in hadrons such as protons, neutrons or mesons. In case of other composite
systems like atoms or nuclei, the mass of the total system is given by the sum of the
masses of the constituents apart from very small binding energy effects. In contrast,
e.g. the nucleon mass of 938 MeV is much larger than the sum of the current quark
masses, estimated to be of the order of 15 MeV. The mass of the nucleon and other
light hadrons is explained in terms of energy stored in the motion of quarks and
in the gluon fields. Thereby one obtains a massive system out of almost massless
constituents: mass without mass [1,2].
Since quarks are fermions they show a quantum mechanical resistance to localization: being confined to the dimensions of a nucleon they exhibit an uncertainty
in the momentum according to Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation. The associated
kinetic energy has to be overcome by the interaction among the quarks. As in any
other bound system the potential energy has to be larger than the kinetic energy
of the constituents. (In the case of the hydrogen atom the potential energy is twice
833
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Figure 1. Variation of the strong interaction coupling strength with the
distance between quarks.

as large as the kinetic energy.) For small distances among quarks, probed at large
momentum transfers, the strong interaction is weak, so that it can be treated perturbatively like quantum electrodynamics (QED). This is the reason for the high
predictive power of quantum chromdodynamics (QCD) in the perturbative regime.
At larger distances among the quarks, approaching the dimensions of a nucleon,
the interaction becomes so strong (see figure 1) that it can overcome the kinetic
energy of the quarks. This sets the scale for the size of the nucleon and for the
energy associated with quark motion and colour gluon fields which determines the
order of magnitude of the nucleon mass.
While this dynamic effect accounts for the bulk of the nucleon mass it is not the
only source of mass in nature. Another contribution stems from the spontaneous
breaking of chiral symmetry which is a fundamental symmetry of QCD in the limit
of vanishing quark masses. For massless quarks, the interaction through gluon exchange occurs in two completely separated sectors of left-handed and right-handed
quarks: left-handed quarks, with their spin and momentum pointing in opposite
directions, remain left-handed, and correspondingly, right-handed quarks remain
right-handed, i.e. quarks retain their chirality while interacting through gluon exchange. If chiral symmetry were to hold also in the hadronic sector we would
expect the existence of mass degenerate chiral partners, i.e. hadronic states with
the same mass, the same spin but opposite parity. This is not realized in nature;
chiral symmtery is broken: The ground state 1/2+ of the nucleon has a mass of
938 MeV while the lowest 1/2− state, the S11 (1535) nucleon resonance, has a mass
of 1535 MeV. The lowest excited state of the nucleon ∆(1232) with J π = 3/2+
and the D13 (1520) with J π = 3/2− nucleon resonance are separated in mass by
834
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Figure 2. The chiral condensate calculated within the NambuJon–Lasonio
model as a function of temperature and baryon density (adapted from [4]).
Parameter ranges accessible at different accelerators in heavy-ion collisions
and elementary reactions are indicated.

290 MeV. The mass split for these pairs of states amounts to several hundred MeV
and is thus almost of the same order of magnitude as the nucleon mass, demonstrating the impact of chiral symmetry breaking on hadron masses. Similar mass
gaps are observed in the meson sector: vector mesons: ρ (J π = 1− , 776 MeV) and
a1 (1+ , 1260 MeV); scalar modes: π(0− , 135 MeV) and σ (0+ , 600 MeV).
Various theoretical considerations predict at least a partial restoration of chiral
symmetry in compressed or heated nuclear matter [3]. The restoration of a symmetry is associated with the vanishing of an order parameter. In classical physics,
a well-known example is the transition from the ferromagnetic to the paramagnetic
state of matter with increasing temperature. This corresponds to the restoration of
full rotational symmetry, i.e. the transition from a state with rotational symmetry
around one axis – all spins in the ferromagnet are aligned along one direction – to
a state with full rotational symmetry – all spin directions are equally likely in a
paramagnet. The order parameter of this transition is the magnetization which –
to first order – vanishes when the full rotational symmetry is restored.
In quantum chromodynamics the order parameter of the spontaneously broken
symmetry is the quark condensate hq̄qi which vanishes in the limit of chiral symmetry restoration (see figure 2). Its behaviour as a function of temperature and baryon
density is therefore of prime interest. If chiral symmetry breaking has an impact on
hadron masses, the restoration of this symmetry with increasing temperature and
baryon density will influence hadron masses as well. Hadron masses are, however,
not directly related to the chiral condensate which is not a direct physical observable. The link between hadron masses and the hq̄qi and higher-order condensates is
provided via QCD sum rules [5,6]. A more detailed account of these considerations
has been given in a recent review by Weise [7].
In the sector of particle physics, the key to the generation of particle masses
may be found once the Higgs particle is discovered in planned experiments at high
energy accelerators. This, however, does not answer the quest for the mass of
Pramana – J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 5, May 2006
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Figure 3. Vector meson spectral function (left) for different temperatures at
vanishing baryon density as well as (right) for vanishing baryon density and
normal nuclear matter density at temperature T = 0. The calculations have
been performed by Renk et al [8].

matter around us and in the visible part of the universe. Understanding the mass
of matter is a challenge for hadron physics. Experiments are being performed at
several accelerators in the few GeV energy range trying to clarify whether hadron
masses are indeed changed if produced in the nuclear medium. The main motivation
for this experimental program is to achieve a better understanding of the origin of
hadron masses in the context of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in QCD
and their modification due to chiral dynamics and the partial restoration of chiral
symmetry in a hadronic environment.
In this lecture, an overview of the current status of this field is given. Specific theoretical predictions, experimental approaches and first evidence for medium modifications of hadrons will be presented in the following sections. An outlook on the
possible future development of this field is also given.
2. In-medium behaviour of vector mesons
In-medium modifications of vector mesons have been investigated theoretically by a
number of groups. As an example, predictions by the Munich group [8] are shown in
figure 3. These calculations have been performed in the framework of an extended
vector meson dominance model which incorporates the relevant features of chiral
dynamics in many-body systems of interacting hadrons [9]. For vector mesons at
rest in the nuclear medium, the vacuum spectral distribution (dashed curves) is
modified either by heating or compressing the nuclear matter. While the ρ meson
is dissolved at sufficiently high temperatures and densities, the ω meson retains
its character as a quasi-particle but exhibits a strong mass shift and broadening;
due to its weak interaction with the medium the Φ meson, on the other hand, is
expected to show only some broadening and almost no mass shift.
Other calculations like the ones by Lutz et al [10] (see figure 4(left)) and several
other groups (e.g., [11–13]) predict structures in vector meson spectral functions
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Figure 4. Left: Spectral functions of the ρ and ω meson as predicted by
Lutz et al [10]. Right: ω mass as a function of baryon density for different
assumptions of the density dependence of the four-quark condensate [14].

due to coupling of these mesons to nucleon resonances. Applying QCD sum rules,
Zschocke et al [14] expected an upward or a downward in-medium mass shift for
the ω meson, depending on the density dependence of the four-quark condensate
as shown in figure 4 (right).
This variety in theoretical predictions – only some examples have been given –
calls for experimental verification. A broad range of nuclear reactions is at our
disposal. The properties of vector mesons as a function of temperature T can be
studied in relativistic and ultra-relativistic heavy-ion reactions with increasing incident energy. Medium modifications at T = 0 and normal nuclear matter density are
experimentally accessible in photonuclear or elementary hadronic reactions. Here,
the medium effects are only in the 10–30% range. They can, however, be measured quite accurately and theoretically interpreted in a relatively straightforward
way. In heavy-ion reactions, the expected medium modifications are much stronger
but the experiment integrates over the complex space–time history of the reaction
which makes the interpretation more complicated since the density in the collision
zone varies strongly with time.
The best approach to study in-medium properties of mesons is to observe their
decay within cold nuclei. Lepton pairs as decay products have the advantage that
they do not undergo strong final state interactions within the medium. The invariant mass of the meson within the medium can be determined from the measured
and undistorted four-momentum vectors of the leptons from
p
mmeson = (p1 + p2 )2 .
(1)
If this invariant mass differs from the in-vacuum mass of the meson, e.g. as listed
by the particle data group [15], an in-medium effect has been observed. Lepton
spectroscopy is thus the preferred experimental tool despite the extremely small
branching ratios of vector mesons into dileptons of the order of 10−5 –10−4 . One
has to, however, ensure that the observed decays really occur in the nuclear medium.
This can be achieved by requiring sufficiently low recoil momenta of the respective
mesons which can be deduced from the measured dilepton momenta.
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Experimental investigations of in-medium properties of vector mesons have been
pioneered by the CERES Collaboration [16,17] at CERN who studied dilepton
emission in ultra-relativistic nucleus–nucleus collisions. A recent result of their
work is shown in figure 5. The observed dilepton yield is compared to the sum of
hadron decays and to model calculations which take or do not take medium effects
into account, respectively. Calculations assuming only a broadening or a shift and
broadening of the ρ meson spectral function are in good agreement with the data
while estimates ignoring these medium effects fail to reproduce the experimental
spectrum. These results together with the initial work of Agakichiev et al [16,17]
provided the first evidence for medium modifications of vector mesons in heated
nuclear matter.
Experiments to search for medium modifications of vector mesons at normal
nuclear matter density have been performed or proposed at KEK, JLab, GSI and
ELSA. At KEK, dilepton decays of ρ, ω, and Φ mesons have been investigated in
proton–nucleus reactions at 12 GeV [21]. Evidence for medium modifications of
the ρ meson has been deduced from a shift in the dilepton invariant mass spectrum
for different nuclear mass numbers [22,23]. A corresponding experiment using a
photon beam has been performed at JLab and is presently being analyzed [24].
At GSI, it has been proposed to use a pion beam for almost recoil-less production
of ω mesons in a nuclear target [25]. For this reaction, BUU transport model
calculations by Effenberger et al [26] predict dilepton invariant mass spectra of ω
mesons produced on C and Pb targets, respectively, as shown in figure 6. The
in-medium modification leads to a double structure in the mass distribution: a
peak at the nominal meson mass of 783 MeV/c2 for ω mesons decaying outside the
nucleus and a shifted peak for in-medium decays. The latter peak becomes stronger
for larger nuclei because more omegas are produced inside the nucleus and decay
at densities close to normal nuclear matter density. It should be noted that the ρ
meson – which is also expected to undergo medium modifications – contributes to
the dilepton spectrum with similar strength which makes it more difficult to isolate
the ω in-medium effect. The corresponding experiment will be performed with the
dilepton spectrometer HADES as soon as sufficiently intense pion beams will be
available at GSI.
An alternative experimental approach to study the in-medium properties of the ω
meson is the investigation of decay branch ω → π 0 γ. The advantage of this decay
channel is the branching ratio of 9% which is three orders of magnitude larger
than the dilepton decay. Furthermore, it is larger by two orders of magnitude
than the ρ → π 0 γ decay. A medium modification observed in the π 0 γ channel
can thus be unambiguously assigned to the ω meson. The disadvantage of the
ω → π 0 γ channel is a possible rescattering of π 0 within the nuclear medium which
changes the pion momentum and thus distorts the deduced ω invariant mass. This
effect was studied in a detailed simulation by Messchendorp et al [27] including
recent parametrizations of the pion–nucleus interaction. Any pion rescattering
proceeds predominantly through the formation of an intermediate ∆ resonance. The
momentum of the re-emitted pion is small, governed by the ∆ decay kinematics, and
– smeared by Fermi motion – mainly leads to small invariant π 0 γ masses far below
the range of interest between 600 and 800 MeV. According to Messchendorp et al
[27] the contribution to this mass range is of the order of some per cent which can
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Figure 5. Invariant mass spectrum of
e+ e− pairs obtained by the CERES Collaboration in Pb + Au collisions at 160
A GeV [18]. The thin dotted curves give
the contributions of individual hadronic
sources to the total dilepton yield. The
thick solid (modified spectral function) and
the dashed–dotted (dropping mass only)
curves represent the result of calculations
[19,20] taking in-medium modifications of
vector mesons into account.
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Figure 6. Predicted invariant mass spectrum for e+ e− pairs in the ω mass range for
π − -induced reactions on C and Pb nuclei
at pπ = 1.3 GeV/c. To enhance in-medium
ω decays a cut of less than 300 MeV/c has
been placed on the dilepton pair momentum. The assumed mass resolution of 10
MeV corresponds to the resolution achievable with the HADES spectrometer. The
calculation has been performed by Effenberger et al [26].

be even further reduced by removing all events with π 0 mesons of kinetic energies
less than 150 MeV.
This consideration has been applied in the analysis of a corresponding experiment
performed at the electron accelerator ELSA in Bonn [28]. The photoproduction of
ω mesons on the proton and on Nb has been investigated in a comparative study.
Bremsstrahlung photons in the range of 800–2600 MeV have been produced by the
continuous wave electron beam from the electron stretcher ring ELSA impinging on
a radiator wire. The photon energy Eγ = Ee − Ee0 is deduced event-by-event from
the electron beam energy Ee and the energy Ee0 of the scattered electron measured
with a magnetic spectrometer (tagger). ω mesons have been identified via the ω →
π 0 γ → γγγ decay in an almost 4π photon detector system comprising the Crystal
Barrel (1290 Cs(Tl) modules) as target detector and the photon spectrometer TAPS
(528 BaF2 modules) in a forward wall configuration (see figure 7).
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Figure 7. Left: Experimental set-up at the ELSA accelerator in Bonn: the
Crystal Barrel detector consisting of 1290 Cs(Tl) scintillators is combined with
the photon spectrometer TAPS to an almost 4π photon detector system. A
typical ω → π 0 γ → γγγ decay is indicated. Right: The figure shows the
granularity of the TAPS forward wall (528 BaF2 scintillators).
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Figure 8. Left: Background subtracted invariant mass distributions for the
long-lived η meson.The solid and dashed histograms correspond to data taken
with a Nb and LH2 target, respectively. Right: π 0 γ invariant mass distributions near the ω mass after background subtraction measured for a Nb target
(solid histogram) and a LH2 target (dashed histogram), respectively, for events
with ω momenta ≤ 500 MeV/c [28].

Figure 8 shows the π 0 γ invariant mass spectrum in the ω mass range measured
for a Nb and – for comparison – for a LH2 target. Only events with ω meson
momenta less than 500 MeV/c have been selected to enhance the fraction of inmedium decays. For long-lived, recoiling mesons like π 0 , η, and η 0 , no difference in
the lineshape is observed for the two data sets since these mesons decay outside the
nucleus. As an example, this is demonstrated for the η meson in figure 8(left). In
contrast, a deviation from the LH2 target lineshape is found for ω mesons produced
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Figure 9. Left: π 0 γ invariant mass spectrum for photonuclear reactions
on a Nb target. The experimental data of Trnka et al [28] are compared to
calculations within a coupled-channel transport model [29]. Right: In-medium
ω mass distribution for ω momenta ≤ 500 MeV/c at an estimated average
nuclear density of ρ/ρ0 ≈ 0.55, after subtracting the contribution of ω decays
in vacuum.

on Nb. The structure on the low mass side of the ω signal is attributed to in-medium
decays of ω mesons of reduced mass.
Suppressing further π 0 rescattering by removing events with π 0 mesons of less
than 150 MeV, the experimental π 0 γ invariant mass spectrum shown in figure 9
has been obtained. Here, the fraction of in-medium decays has been enhanced by
selecting only events with incident photon energies in the range of 800–1200 MeV.
The data points for the Nb target are compared to the dashed curve representing
the result of a transport model calculation [29] taking π 0 rescattering in the Nb
nucleus into account but ignoring any in-medium modification of the ω meson. The
full calculation is given by the solid curve, assuming in addition a drop of the ω
mass according to
m = m0 (1 − 0.16ρ/ρ0 )

(2)

and an in-medium broadening of the ω meson to 40 MeV at normal nuclear matter
density. Furthermore, the calculated contribution of the remaining events with π 0
rescattering in the medium and the calculated ρ meson contribution to the invariant
mass distribution are indicated. For the photon energy range of 800–1200 MeV good
agreement with the experimental data is achieved.
In the right-hand side of figure 9 an attempt has been made to remove the
contribution of ω decays in the vacuum to directly obtain information on the inmedium ω mass distribution; the in-vacuum-decay contribution, indicated by the
dashed histogram in figure 8 has been subtracted after normalization to the righthand side of the ω signal observed for the Nb target. A fit to the resulting mass
spectrum gives a peak position of 725 MeV for ω mesons at an estimated average
density of about 55% of normal nuclear matter density and for ω momenta less than
500 MeV/c. The normalization procedure introduces a systematic error estimated
Pramana – J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 5, May 2006
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to be within −5 to +30 MeV (for details, see [28]). This result implies an in-medium
drop of the ω mass by about 60 MeV. Extrapolated to normal nuclear matter
density, this corresponds to a lowering of the ω mass by 14%, consistent within
errors with the value deduced above from the comparison of the experimental data
with the BUU calculations of Mühlich et al [29,30].
This result is taken as the first evidence for a medium modification of the ω
meson. As noted above, the experimental result is of special theoretical importance
since Zschocke et al [14] have pointed out that the ω mass is particularly sensitive
to the density dependence of higher-order quark condensates. The experimentally
determined in-medium ω mass is thus a critical testing ground for our current
understanding of the origin of hadron masses.
3. In-medium behaviour of scalar mesons
Chiral partners – hadronic states with the same spin but opposite parity – are not
degenerate in mass as one would expect if chiral symmetry were to hold also in
the hadronic sector. If chiral symmetry would be partially restored with increasing
nuclear matter density the masses of chiral partners should approach each other.
This is illustrated in figure 10 which shows the result of a calculation within the
Nambu–Jona–Lasinio model [31]. While the mass of the pion (J π = 0− ) is almost
unaffected, the mass of the chiral partner and the σ meson (J π = 0+ ) is predicted
to decrease almost linearly with nuclear density, as also found by Lutz et al [32].
At densities much larger than normal nuclear matter density both masses become
degenerate.
The σ meson is an elusive particle for which the most recent analyses [15] quote
a mass of about 500 MeV and a width of about 300 MeV in vacuum. Whether this
particle is a genuine meson state of predominant q q̄ structure or rather a resonance
dynamically generated in ππ scattering, is still under debate. The current status
has been reviewed by Ishida [33].
The σ meson decays into π 0 π 0 or π + π − . As a consequence of the decreasing σ
mass the phase-space for two pion decays shrinks; the 2π strength gets more and
more concentrated near the 2π threshold, as studied quantitatively by Hatsuda et
al [34]. Their theoretical prediction is given in figure 11.
A strong concentration of 2π strength at low masses is also predicted within the
chiral unitary model of the Valencia group [35,36]. They provide a comparative
study of the s-wave I = 0 ππ correlations in vacuum and in the nuclear medium.
Here, in-medium modifications in the σ channel are induced by the strong p-wave
coupling of pions to particle–hole and ∆–hole excitations. As shown in figure 12,
the σ mass is also predicted to drop to values close to the 2π threshold at normal
nuclear matter density. Because of the decreasing 2π phase-space the width is
reduced accordingly.
On the experimental side, several results have been reported showing a strong
enhancement in the 2π invariant mass distribution close to the 2π mass with increasing nuclear mass number. Pioneering experiments were performed by the CHAOS
Collaboration [39] studying the A(π + , π + π − ) reaction. They found a concentration
of strength in the π + π − invariant mass distribution near 2mπ while in the π + π +
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Figure 11. Predicted spectral function of
the σ meson for different values of Φ which
represents the ratio of the chiral condensate at finite nuclear matter density ρ to
that in vacuum. The figure is taken from
[34].

channel, which does not couple to the neutral σ meson, an invariant mass spectrum
consistent with a phase-space distribution has been observed. Similarly, the Crystal Ball Collaboration [40] observed a shift in the 2π 0 invariant mass distribution
towards the 2π threshold with increasing nuclear mass (see figure 13).
Pion-induced reaction are, however, affected by strong initial state interactions
leading to an absorption of the incoming pions near the nuclear surface with densities in the range of 1/4–1/2ρ0 . This prevents the study of ππ correlations at close to
normal nuclear densities. Since photons below 1 GeV penetrate the whole nucleus,
photon-induced double pion production on nuclei appears to be a more favourable
approach to study in-medium ππ correlations. Corresponding experiments have
been performed at the Edinburgh–Glasgow–Mainz tagged photon facility at MAMI,
using the photon spectrometer TAPS for the identification of the 2π channel (see
figure 14).
For incident photon energies of Eγ = 400–500 MeV, π 0 π 0 invariant mass distributions are shown in figure 15 for a variety of targets [41–43]. A shift in strength
towards small mπ0 π0 is observed with increasing nuclear mass number. The peak
in the mπ0 π0 distribution moves from about 340 MeV for the proton target to 320
MeV for C, Ca and to approximately 270 MeV for Pb. The experimentally observed angular distributions in the A(γ, π 0 π 0 ) reaction are found to be isotropic in
the π 0 π 0 center-of-mass frame and are thus compatible with J = 0, supporting the
conclusion that a significant A-dependence has been observed in the π 0 π 0 I = J = 0
channel.
The question arises whether the observed shift in the π 0 π 0 invariant mass distribution is not simply the result of pion absorption. Energetic pions which mainly
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Figure 12. Mass and width of the σ meson as
a function of the nuclear density, calculated with
the chiral unitary model [36]. The dashed lines
include two-particle two-hole contributions to the
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Figure 13. Invariant mass distributions of π 0 π 0 pairs produced in
π − -induced reactions on p, d, C, Al,
and Cu targets [40] at a pion momentum of 408 MeV/c. The solid
and dashed curves represent calculations by Rapp [37] and Vicente
Vacas and Oset [38].

Figure 14. Arrangement of the TAPS photon spectrometer in a six-block
configuration with forward wall. This detector set-up has been used in the
studies of pion pair photoproduction off nuclei at the electron accelerator
MAMI, Mainz. The photon beam comes along the pipe from the right.

contribute to the high mass part of the π 0 π 0 invariant mass distribution have a
higher chance with increasing nuclear size of exciting a ∆ resonance in a pion–
nucleon collision. They are more strongly absorbed than low energy ones, leading
to a reduced yield at higher masses.
844
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Pb targets [41–43] for the incident photon energy range of 400–500 MeV. The
curves correspond to BUU transport model calculations [44,45] scaled down by
a factor 0.7. Right: Ratio of differential cross-sections for the (top) A(γ, π 0 π 0 )
and (bottom) A(γ, π 0 π ± ) reactions on Pb and C targets [43].

This hypothesis has been tested experimentally by comparing the invariant mass
distributions in the π 0 π 0 channel to those in the π ± π 0 channel. The neutral σ
meson cannot decay into the latter. In the experiments of Messchendorp et al
[41] this final state has been measured concurrently, exploiting the capability of
the TAPS spectrometer to identify charged pions via a time-of-flight and energy
measurement (see figure 16).
Positive and negative pions can, however, not be distinguished because of the
absence of a magnetic field. The π ± π 0 invariant mass distributions measured for
p, C, Ca, and Pb are shown in the right panel of figure 15. In contrast to the π 0 π 0
channel, the π ± π 0 invariant mass distributions show much less variation in shape
with increasing nuclear mass. This becomes even clearer from the ratio of distributions measured for different target nuclei shown in the right side of figure 15.
The ratio of the π ± π 0 invariant mass distributions for Pb and C targets is approximately constant, indicating no shape variation, while the corresponding ratio for
the π 0 π 0 channel shows a dependence on the invariant mass, emphasizing the shift
of the π 0 π 0 strength towards the 2π threshold for increasing nuclear mass. This
comparison of isospin channels suggests that the observed shift is a genuine feature
of the π 0 π 0 channel and cannot be ascribed to the absorption processes which are
expected to be similar for all isospin channels. The experimental observation is
thus consistent with the theoretically predicted in-medium mass modifications of
the σ meson. At least, it has been shown experimentally that the π 0 π 0 interaction
in the nuclear medium is different from the one in vacuum.
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Figure 16. Energy of charged particles deposited in TAPS as a function
of their time-of-flight. Separated bands of protons and charged pions can be
identified.

The importance of final state interactions on the reported experimental results
has recently been revisited by [29]. More detailed experimental information is
needed to clarify the issue. Higher statistics data will allow for a clean selection
of quasi-free production events, for cuts on the momentum of the ππ pair, for detailed angular distributions, etc. To achieve this goal, an improved experiment with
almost 4π coverage for photon detection has been performed at the electron accelerator MAMI, using the combined Crystal Ball and TAPS photon spectrometers.
The data analysis is in progress.
4. In-medium properties of charmed mesons
So far in-medium properties of hadrons built only of light quarks have been discussed. What will happen when one extends these studies into the charm sector?
As charmonium (cc̄) states are dominated by the large mass of the charm quark
pair, only little sensitivity to changes in the quark condensate is expected. The
in-medium mass of these states would primarily be affected by a modification of
the gluon condensate. Calculations [46] indicate only small mass reductions of the
order of a few MeV for the J/Ψ and ηc in nuclear matter. For higher excited
cc̄ states, Lee and Ko [47] calculate reduced masses in nuclear matter. Sizeable
medium effects are expected in the open charm sector for D mesons. Built of a
heavy c quark and a light antiquark, the D meson is the QCD analogue to the
hydrogen atom. Thereby, D mesons provide the unique opportunity to study the
in-medium dynamics of a system with a single light quark.
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Figure 17. Excitation energy spectrum
of the cc̄ system. The thresholds for decay
into DD̄ pairs in vacuum and for normal
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Figure 18.
Predicted invariant mass
spectrum of e+ e− pairs emitted in the decay of the Ψ(3770) state in C and Pb
(dashed histograms) in comparison to the
decay in vacuum (solid histograms). The
figure is taken from [49].

Recent model calculations by Hayashigaki [48] predict a substantial lowering of
both the D+ and D− meson masses in the nuclear medium by about 50 MeV as
a result of the decrease of the light quark condensate. The resulting drop of the
DD̄ threshold in the medium by about 100 MeV would allow the Ψ0 (3686) state
of charmonium to decay into this channel which is energetically not possible in
vacuum, as indicated in figure 17.
While in vacuum this state has a width of 0.3 MeV as it is 52 MeV below the free
DD̄ threshold its width would dramatically increase in the medium. A sensitive
probe for studying this phenomenon would be e+ e− spectroscopy of charmonium
states produced via p̄ annihilation in nuclei. Because of the increased width an
appreciable fraction of the excited charmonium states is expected to decay inside
the nucleus. This would lead to an observable shift of the peak position in the
dilepton invariant mass spectrum if the mass is indeed modified in the nuclear
medium as predicted by Lee and Ko [47].
Moreover, in vacuum the Ψ(3770) state is 31 MeV above the DD̄ threshold. Its
decay is completely dominated by the DD̄ channel leading to a width of 24 MeV.
The branching ratio into electron pairs is of the order of 10−5 . An in-medium
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Figure 19. Current lay-out of the planned high energy storage ring (HESR)
with electron cooler and the PANDA detector at the future facility for antiproton and ion research (FAIR) at GSI, Darmstadt [52].

lowering of the D-meson masses would increase the phase-space for the DD̄ decay
thereby leading to a suppression of the e+ e− decay of this resonance in comparison
to the decay in vacuum, as predicted by Golubeva et al [49] and shown in figure 18.
A suppression of an e+ e− yield will, however, be much more difficult to detect
than an enhancement as observed in heavy-ion reactions. The feasibility of these
experiments is under investigation. In particular, special kinematic conditions will
have to be found and selected to gate on the sufficiently slowly moving J/Ψs.
The behaviour of heavy quark systems in a nuclear medium is also of considerable
interest because of the ongoing discussion of J/Ψ suppression in ultra-relativistic
heavy-ion collisions as a possible signal for quark-gluon plasma formation. To clarify
this issue, detailed knowledge about the in-medium interaction of cc̄ systems under
‘normal’, non-plasma conditions is required.
These investigations are part of the planned physics program at the high energy
storage ring (HESR) which will provide cooled p̄ beams up to momenta of 15
GeV/c at luminosities of up to L = 1032 cm−2 s−1 . This storage ring is one of
the major components of the future facility for antiproton and ion research (FAIR)
[50] at GSI which is expected to go into operation around 2012. The experiments
will be performed with the internal target detector PANDA which will allow for
neutral and charged particle detection and identification at high event rates. The
detector concept is presently being worked out [51]. It is forseen to have a central
detector around the target and a forward spectrometer, both of modular design
and optimized for the specific kinematics of the antiproton–nucleon annihilation
process. The current lay-out of the storage ring and the detector configuration is
shown in figure 19. A specific feature of the storage ring is an electron cooler up
to electron energies of 8 MeV which is essential for achieving and maintaining the
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Figure 20. Double-differential cross-section for the 206 Pb(d, 3 He) reaction
at an incident deuteron energy of 604.3 MeV as a function of the excitation
energy above the 205 Pb ground state [54].

required momentum resolution of ∆p/p ≈ 10−4 –10−5 by counteracting the beam
heating through atomic beam target interactions.
5. The search for meson–nucleus bound states
The interaction of mesons with nuclei is not only essential for understanding the
in-medium properties of mesons but also governs the possible existence of bound
systems of mesons and nuclei. The existence of pionic atoms is well-established and
described in text books (see e.g. [53]). Deeply bound pionic states have recently
been studied by Geissel et al [54,55]. A detailed account is given in a recent review
by Kienle and Yamazaki [56]. The superposition of a large repulsive s-wave π − –
nucleus interaction at low-pion momenta and an attractive Coulomb interaction
leads to a potential pocket at the surface of the nucleus which gives rise to pion–
nucleus bound states with a halo-like pion distribution around the nucleus.
These states have been populated in (d, 3 He) reactions in almost recoil-free kinematics where sufficient energy for pion production but little momentum is transferred to the nucleus. A beautiful example of the high resolution spectroscopy in the
(d, 3 He) reaction is shown in figure 20. The deeply bound pionic states are clearly
visible above some background. The energy and widths of these states have been
carefully analyzed and interpreted by Kienle and Yamazaki [56] as evidence for a
lowering of the in-medium pion decay constant fπ . This observation is attributed
to a partial restoration of chiral symmetry in the nuclear medium, demonstrating
the direct link of these investigations to the study of in-medium hadron properties,
discussed in the previous sections.
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Figure 21. Above: Cross section for coherent η photoproduction off 3 He.
Below: Angular distribution of η mesons in the γ 3 He center-of mass system
for incident photon energies of 600–625 MeV (left) and 625–745 MeV (right).

In the case of the neutral η meson an attractive, strong η–nucleon interaction is
required for the formation of η-mesic nuclei. First predictions for such states were
based on investigations of the η–nucleon scattering length. This scattering length
has been estimated from coupled channel analyses, performed by Bhalerao and Liu
[57], indicating the possible existence of η-mesic nuclei with mass numbers A ≥ 10.
From near-threshold cross-section enhancements observed in η photoproduction
on the deuteron [58,59], Sibirtsev et al [60] have extracted a scattering length of
aηN = (0.42 + i0.34) fm. This value is consistent with a weakly bound η–nucleus
system even for nuclei as light as 3 He.
Sokol et al [61] searched for the existence of η-mesic boron in the reaction γ+12 C
+
→ p+11
η B → π + n + X proceeding via an intermediate S11 (1535) resonance which
+
decays into π n. The correlated energies and momenta of pion and neutron have
been used as signature for this reaction channel. A peak observed in the kinetic
energy distribution of π + n pairs below the threshold of the elementary πn → ηn
reaction is taken as evidence for the formation and decay of an intermediate η-mesic
nucleus.
In a recent experiment at MAMI, the TAPS/A2 Collaboration has searched for
the existence of η mesic 3 He [62]. After removing quasi-free η production events by
a missing energy analysis the coherent η photoproduction cross-section in figure 21
has been obtained. The peak-like behaviour of the near-threshold cross-section is
interpreted as a first sign for the existence of an η bound state. This is corroborated
by the analysis of the near-threshold η angular distribution which is almost isotropic
in the γ 3 He center-of-mass system in contrast to an expected characteristic forward
rise which is actually observed at higher incident photon energies above 625 MeV
(see figure 21). The observations are consistent with the assumption of an η mesic
nucleus which isotropically decays into the coherent η channel above the η threshold.
Earlier measurements of the η production off 3 He in a proton-induced reaction
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on the deuteron [63,64] showed a similar energy dependence of the production
amplitude after dividing out phase-space factors.
Additional evidence for a possible η-mesic state can be deduced by studying
another decay channel which is also open below the η threshold, e.g. the decay into
a correlated π 0 p pair. In the decay of the η-mesic state, this reaction may occur via
the excitation of a nucleon to the S11 nucleon resonance which has a high branching
into the π 0 p channel. Because of the limited phase-space the S11 resonance will
have a very low momentum in the γ 3 He center-of-mass system. As a consequence,
the π 0 and proton have to be emitted almost back-to-back in this frame. This
signature has been found in the data as shown in figure 22. After background
subtraction, a structure near the η threshold is observed in the excitation function
of π 0 p production for opening angles between the π 0 and the proton of 170◦ –180◦ .
A simultaneous fit to both data sets leads to a resonance energy of 1481±4.2
MeV and a width of 25.3±6.1 MeV [62]. This corresponds to a binding energy of
4.4±4.2 MeV. The experimental data thus indicate the existence of an extremely
weakly bound η-mesic state which, because of its large width, extends into the
continuum and cannot only decay into the π 0 p but also into the η 3 He channel. An
independent analysis [65] of the same data, however, yields a binding energy of
0.4 ± 2.9 MeV which is consistent within errors with the results of [62] but also
compatible with zero binding energy. This raises the question whether the observed
structure is due to a bound or rather to a virtual state. According to Hanhart [66]
this ambiguity can be solved if data of higher statistics and finer energy binning
are provided. This would allow a proper treatment of both decay channels within
the Flatté formalism [67]. Furthermore, data from hadronic reactions also should
be included in the analysis. In response to [66], Pfeiffer et al [68] have performed
a Flatté fit to the existing data in finer energy binning (see figure 23) using the
following expressions:
¶µ ¶
µ
ρf
16π
|T̂f i |2 ,
(3)
σf i =
s
ρi
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T̂pπ0 ,η =

m20

−

m2

m0 Γ0 · Aπ0 ,η
2
2
− im0 (ρpπ0 Γ0 γpπ
0 + ρpη Γ0 γpη )

(4)

2
2
with m0 , Γ0 γpπ
This formalism takes both de0 , Γ0 γpη , Aπ 0 ,η as fit parameters.
cay channels of the tentative η mesic state into account, the π 0 p channel and the
η 3 He channel, and allows for the opening of the η 3 He channel within the broad
resonance. Again, only a weakly bound state is deduced. Much higher statistics
data is expected from an improved photoproduction experiment, using the Crystal
Ball/TAPS detector system at MAMI.
It will be interesting to extend the search for η mesic states to heavier nuclei for which more strongly bound states are expected to exist [69–71]. Theoretical predictions within the unitarized chiral model [69] and within the quark–
meson exchange (QMC) model [71] are given in figure 24. Binding energies of
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Figure 25. Momentum transfer to the produced meson as a function of (left)
the incident deuteron energy Td in the (d,3 He) reaction and (right) the incident
photon energy Eγ in the (γ, p) knock-out reaction. The figure is taken from
[70].

η-mesic states are estimated to be in the range of 10–50 MeV with widths of about
30 MeV.
Since the coherent η photoproduction cross-section decreases with increasing nuclear mass number because of the strong dropping form factor an alternative production mechanism for populating η-mesic states has to be utilized. As for the
(d,3 He) reaction, recoilless production of η mesons in knock-out reactions on nuclei
is possible for a ‘magic’ photon momentum of 950 MeV (see figure 25). At this incident energy the forward going, participating nucleon takes over the momentum of
the incoming photon and leaves the η meson almost at rest in the nucleus, allowing
for the formation of an η-nucleus bound state. This photon energy will be available at the upgraded MAMI C electron accelerator. Corresponding experiments are
in preparation. Experiments with hadron beams are planned at COSY and GSI
[72,73].
An alternative future direction is to search for bound states of nuclei with still
heavier mesons e.g., ω mesons as proposed by Marco and Weise [74] and studied
further in [70,71] (see figure 24). Again, recoilless meson production at ‘magic’
momenta (see figure 25) appears to be the most promising experimental approach.
The analysis of a corresponding pilot experiment at ELSA is in progress [75].
6. Summary
An overview of the current status of experiments on in-medium modifications of
hadrons has been given. The motivation for these studies is to achieve a deeper
understanding of the origin of hadron masses. Dilepton spectroscopy in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion reactions has provided first evidence for an in-medium lowering of the mass and broadening of the ρ meson. These results have been corroborated in proton–nucleus collisions. In-medium properties of the ω meson have been
studied in the π 0 γ decay channel in photonuclear reactions. A dropping of the ω
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mass by about 7% at effective nuclear densities of about 0.6ρ0 has been observed.
Double pion photoproduction experiments have revealed a difference in the inmedium modification for the π 0 π ± and π 0 π 0 channels, consistent with the scenario
of a dropping sigma meson mass in the nuclear medium. All experimental observations are in line with theoretical predictions and thus support our understanding
of hadron masses in the context of breaking and restoration of chiral symmetry.
Antiproton beams provided by the high energy storage ring (HESR) at the future
facility for antiproton and ion research (FAIR) will open up the possibility to extend the study of in-medium properties of hadrons to the charm sector. The physics
potential of meson–nucleus bound states and their importance for understanding
in-medium properties of hadrons has been illuminated.
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